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Human is a social creature, in other words that human can’t live individually. In interaction with other people, sometimes people feel guilty with other people or experience on something upset or hurting. The way to overcome that problem with doing the forgiveness process to the people who make them upset. In the fact that no at all of the people want to forgive sincerely. In other religions, forgiveness has a special value in every religion. It means that people should be hoped to beg pardon and forgive on their mistakes. Even less Islamic state university of Malang is one of institution of education with many activities that supports student’s religion faith, especially on the Islamic boarding system which begins to be applied for fresh students. Therefore, the candidate of muslim psychologist must have the sincerity to forgive which will not only overcome the problem of their life but also for their client. This research purposes to reveal how the religious and the forgiveness level and what the relation between religious faith and forgiveness on psychology students in Islamic State University of Malang.

This Research is including quantitative research is non experiment. Population is Psychology students in Islamic State university of Malang. Amount of research subject is 40 student, using technique of purposive sampling. Data collecting conducted by using two scales that is scale of religious faith scale and of forgiveness, while the method of data analysis which is used in this research is correlation of product moment.

From this result of research which is done by the researcher and from the data which have got moreover psychology students in Islamic State University of Malang that have medium religious level in percentage 67.5%. Whereas, the rest of those in a high and low religious level; a high level is about 32.5% but 0% for low level. Then, for forgiveness level, the psychology students in Islamic State University of Malang in a medium level in 77.5%. A high category 10% and low category 12.5%. For this result of hypothesis which is got value r quantification (0.432) > r table (0.312), and p (0.005) < α (0.05). The result we can conclude that there is a positive relation and high significance between religious and forgiveness in psychology students in Islamic State University of Malang. Therefore, a higher religious value and have a higher forgiveness, vice versa.